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Introduction

How and in what form do we begin to 
address and invest in public transport 
infrastructure to ensure that such 
investment: 

• not only responds to the need for improved 
public transport in South African cities and 
particularly, Cape Town; 

• but also assists the government’s goals of 
reaching a substantial targeted economic 
growth rate of 6%?



Introduction… continued
Main argument: 

• Cape Town has the potential to improve its public 
transport infrastructure; and 
• restructure itself into a more compact and equitable 
city form through investment in a city-wide system of 
urban nodes and corridors. 

The paper presents a theoretical basis for understanding:

• The direct relationship between economic growth
and investment in PT infrastructure; and

• The potential of urban nodes and corridors to 
contribute to spatial restructuring to achieve a more 
integrated and urban environment.



Transport Investment and Economic Growth
Investment in (public) transport infrastructure: 

• can advance or retard economic growth;

• would increase the regional economy’s productive capacity and 
output mainly during construction which will show in GDP;

• will have a multiplier effect through expenditure on the goods and 
services required for the infrastructure;

Source: Urban Soul Source: Urban Soul



Transport Investment and Economic Growth

• will continue to have a multiplier effect for some time after 
construction, after which it levels off economic growth (and 
retardation is likely to occur);

• to avoid retardation of economic growth, other steps need to be
taken – these include:

� obtaining and sustaining resources locally;
� concurrent investment is planned in resources such  
as land or other positive prevailing market conditions;
� management of the new infrastructure is in place 
i.t.o operations and maintenance;
� demand for PT is consistently created through 
investment in higher order public and private facilities; 
and
� a CDS is in place that embraces PT as a means of 
adding value to the quality of life of all citizens and
encourages an integrated approach to planning and 
design.



The potential of Urban Nodes and Corridors
Spatial Restructuring

• Mobility is more than moving to work or home, it is also about the daily 
encounters on a journey within the life cycle of citizens

• Primary objective of spatial restructuring is the integration of appropriate land 
use planning and transportation, combined with relevant PT infrastructure and 
operations, and

• Promoting commercial development, densification, infill, appropriate public 
places and NMT

The generic Nature of Urban Nodes and Corridors
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• Strategic socio-spatial generators

• Non-motorised transport

• Public assets & public transport

• Priority investments and appropriate land use

Restructuring - Spatial Layers of ����������	

Source: Urban Soul
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The South African City

Source: Urban Soul



Cape Town Macro Context

26

EXISTING SPATIAL PATTERNS MOVEMENT FLOW STRUCTURE & DEVELOPMENT

What happens 
after modernism?
Lessons from the historic 
Northern & Southern 
Suburbs Corridors –
integration of movement, 
land use, built form, 
efficient spatial structure

• Low density sprawl

• Fragmented inward looking 
cells reinforced by barriers

• Embedded social facilities

• Separation of people and 
activities at a social and spatial 
level

• Fragmented pattern of public 
open space

The potential of urban 
corridors to allow the 
freedom of movement flows 

and access to all 
citizens

Cape Town
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INVESTMENT WITHIN ACTIVITY 
CORRIDORS

INVESTMENT OUTSIDE ACTIVITY 
CORRIDORS

INFORMAL SECTOR ACTIVITIES 
IN THE CMA

• Figure indicates the distribution 
of demarcated trading bays;

• Informal trading tends towards 
areas with high levels of PT and 
pedestrian traffic; and

• Informal trade locational pattern 
resembles that of established 
retail in CMA.

• Public investment is minimal as a 
result of existing public structure.

• Private sector still has confidence in 
the historic nodes and corridors

• Nature of investment is mixed land 
use – lately, substantial investment 
in residential

• Cape Town, Bellville (and Century 
City), Claremont are the  generators 
of private investment.

• CT, Bellville and Claremont support 
46% of total business turnover and 
contain 42% of formal businesses in 
Cape Town (CoCT: Needs Analysis 
of the City’s IDP, November 2001). 

• These areas are coincidental to 
historic nodes and corridors

Cape Town: Investment in Historic Corridors

City of Cape Town, Draft MSDF Review, April / May 2003



Klipfontein Corridor



Klipfontein Road Local Context
Source: Urban Soul



Klipfontein Corridor – proposed spatial concept

Source: Lucien le Grange, Dave Dewar and Piet Louw (Architects, Urban Designers and Planners in Association)

A Spatial and Design Concept for the Klipfontein Corridor, January 2005



Curitiba

Source: Wright, May 2001 

Source: MLH Architects and Planners

Source: MLH Architects and Planners

Adapted from: 
Campbell Smith, 1996Source: Wright, May 2001 

Background 



Curitiba

Principles of urban planning
• Primary principle – integration 
between transport and land use to 
address radial as opposed to linear 
structure
• Decongesting the central city and 
preserving the historic centre
• Demographic control and management
• Economic support and urban 
development
• Infrastructure improvements

• The principles were implemented 
through various strategies: 

� zoning and land use policies
� residential development along arteries 
accessible to public transport
� closing down vehicular access and 
returning the street to the pedestrian

Map of Curitiba showing medium and high density zones 
and express busways

[IPPUC, 1991; Smith & Raemaekers, 1998: 238]



Curitiba
Investment in PT and 
NMT:

• Integrated city-wide PT 
system comprising:

� a central dedicated 
busway

� one block back are high 
capacity one directional 
(shared) streets to / from 
city centre

� A pedestrian network

� Cycling paths

Source: Lloyd Wright



Curitiba
Summary

• Curitiba established an appropriate and sustainable growth pattern 
• PT is used by considerably higher numbers of people – as a result 
congestion has deceased

• PT is financially self-sufficient and requires no subsidised support 
from the State

• A choice of transport mode has been established

• A special agency was established that had the necessary legal 
power to plan and control urban development including PT, housing, 
environmental concerns and so on

• Employment was created

• Economic incentives such as tax holidays were created by 
government with the private sector relative to transport infrastructure 
investment

• Commitment to a single city vision was demonstrated in the 
implementation programme over time



Bogotá

Background 

Source: Target Projects



Bogotá

Principles of urban planning 

Map of Bogotá showing key corridor system used by express busways / BRT

[www.bicibogota.com]

• DEMARGINALISATION

• SOCIAL INTEGRATION

• HUMAN SCALE

• MOBILITY

• URBANISM & SERVICES

• RESTRICTION OF PRIVATE 
VEHICLE



Bogotá

Investment in PT facilities

Source: Target Projects Source: Professor Pinilla

Source: Professor PinillaSource: Lloyd Wright

Public SpaceNMT

Parks

RESPECT for:

• Life

• Time of the 
users

• Human 
diversity

• Quality

• Consistency

• Affordability



Bogotá

Summary 

• Provision of high quality and efficient transit system
• High quality environment and public space
• Focus on mass transit, promotion of NMT and restriction of private 
vehicle
• Specialised and sustainable infrastructure and efficient operations 
with advancing ticketing
• Public institutional control on operations infrastructure and planning
• Public participation, stakeholder engagement and involvement of
citizens

PROBLEMS:
• Master plan resolution and integration into larger urban strategy
• Study within city boundary has negative regional impact 
• Use of private vehicle, parking, land use



LESSONS for Klipfontein Corridor

LESSON ��� : 

It is crucial for a consensus-based CDS to form the basis of city restructuring 
and investment.

LESSON ��� : 

Economic growth and incentives in public-private partnerships relative to 
investment in transport infrastructure can result in mutually beneficial and 
sustainable economic development.

LESSON ����� :

Vacant and under-utilised land can play a key role as a market-related sector 
to be invested in at the same time as investing in public transport 
infrastructure.



LESSONS for Klipfontein Corridor

LESSON ���� :

The spatial configuration of the transport systems adopted by Curitiba and 
Bogotá are not necessarily appropriate for Klipcor.

LESSON ���� :

Considering the long-term success of Cape Town’s urban growth corridors, a 
system of urban nodes and corridors is an appropriate tool for restructuring 
and directing public transport.

LESSON ��� :

All operators of existing public transport services should be included as key 
stakeholders in the future restructured public transport system.



LESSONS for Klipfontein Corridor

LESSON ����� :

It is imperative that the institutional capacity, political will and financial ability 
are in place to support public and private investment in city restructuring 
through integrated public transport, land use planning and design.

Source: Target Projects Source: Jim Stanbury

Bogotà – space extensive roads São Paulo – positive cross section



Conclusion

As a relatively small sized city, Cape Town has great 
potential to improve its public transport infrastructure.

At the same time, this could also result in a more compact 
and equitable city form through investment in a city-wide 
system of urban nodes and corridors.

Economic growth is almost certain during the construction 
phase of the public transport infrastructure and can 
continue thereafter provided that simultaneous investment 
is directed to other market-related sectors. These sectors 
include: land development and construction, housing, 
higher order public facilities requiring investment over the 
long term. 



Salt River Circle


